
Birthdays
12/8 Mr. Brad
12/21 Benjamin
12/24 Lucas
12/25- Jesus!

Literacy 
JLearn, write, and use 5-7 new 
phonograms 
JIncrease automaticity of high frequency 
words in reading 
JPractice buddy reading 
JRetell common stories from the beginning, 
middle, and end 
JIdentifying punctuation in reading and it’s 
implications for reading aloud 
JWrite true stories using high frequency 
words and focusing on beginning, middle, 
and end 
JEdit for punctuation( . ? !) 

Math 
JDeveloping language to describe and compare 2- D 

shapes and their attributes 

J Relating2-D shapes to real world 3-D objects 

�Making an equivalent set and representing the 

quantity for a given number 

J Developing language to describe and compare 2- 

D shapes and their attributes 

Describing the attributes of triangles, squares, 

circles, and rectangles 

Calendar 
•12/8 Fun Hat Day 

•12/7 Vision Screening
•12/19 Pick up Butterbraids 

•12/22 Christmas Program 

•12/23-1/8 NO SCHOOL! 
Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year! 

Reminders 
•Please return Friday Folders 
each Monday.
Please login to Seesaw,
 if you have not already,
 to view photos of your
 child and see possible 
extensions. 
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Music 
Composer of the Month: 
PytorTchaikovsky 

Social Studies 
Ute Tribe History Unit: 
•Ute Place Names in Colorado. We will 
discuss the meaning of a few places in 
Colorado (ex: Ignacio, Towaoc, Ouray, 
Yampa, Chipeta, Weeminuche). We will 
locate those places on the map of 
Colorado. 
Holidays Around the World Mini Unit 
•Las Posadas: Mexico 
•St. Lucia Day: Sweden 
•Christmas: Germany 

Science: 
Properties Unit:
JObserving and differentiating 
between properties: liquid, gas, 
solid 
JChristmas STEM Projects: 
Gingerbread experiments 
JNutcracker Science

Bible: 
•Operation “No More Tears”: Prophecies 
from Isaiah 
•He’s Here: The Nativity
The Light of the Whole World: The Story of 
the Shepherds 
•The King of All Kings: The Story of the 
Wise Men 
•Class Verses for December: 
•“ You are the light of the world.” 
Matthew 5:14 

Social Emotional 
Using the example of baking soda and 
vinegar, we will observe what happens 
when our emotions get mixed up, 
become overwhelming and 
explode. We will model                    
ways to handle this feeling!
-Practicing kindness and 
encouragement daily
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